### Jenner General Hospital, States of Jersey
#### Individual Placement (Job) Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Placement</th>
<th>F1 - Gastroenterology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The department</td>
<td>Gastroenterology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The type of work to expect and learning opportunities**

All F1 Doctors in hospital posts will generally be ward based during the 'normal' working day and expected to deliver the daily medical care of all the patients on their ward irrespective of specialty. Whilst on-call the F1 will be involved with the clerking of patients being admitted via both A&E and GP. The overall educational objectives of the F1 year are to provide the trainee with the knowledge, skills and attitudes to be able to:

- Take a history, examine a patient and formulate a management plan
- Identify and resolve problems
- Prescribe safely
- Keep an accurate and relevant medical record
- Manage time and clinical priorities effectively
- Be an effective part of the resus team
- Communicate effectively with patients, relatives and colleagues
- Use evidence, and audit to benefit patient care
- Act in a professional manner at all times
- Cope with ethical and legal issues which occur during the management of patients with general medical problems
- Educate patients effectively & become life-long learners and teachers.

**Where the placement is based**

Bartlett Ward

**Clinical Supervisor(s) for the placement**

Dr Ng or Dr Duku

**Main duties of the placement**

The F1 doctor is responsible with other staff for the ward care of patients and the maintenance of the patient's medical record. On-call duties involved covering the medical wards out of hours and carrying the arrest bleep. They are expected to attend the structured teaching programmes provided by the department. The doctor will be responsible for such other specific clinical duties as allocated by consultants including performing other duties in occasional emergencies and unforeseen circumstances.

**Typical working pattern in this placement**

Typical working pattern in this post varies depending on your rota and includes on-calls, weekends and nights.

**Employer information**

Employer is Jersey General Hospital, States of Jersey.

It is important to note that this description is a typical example of your placement and may be subject to change.